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Legitimate lives, legitimate harm

● Genders of transgender and non-binary people are legitimate
● Well-being of trans people is affected by representation on Wikipedia

○ Applies to editors as well as readers
○ Applies to talk page and policy discussion as well as articles

● Some harm to trans people caused by ignorance, not malice



Gender and sex basics

● Gender identity, or “subconscious sex”
● Gender expression
● Sexual orientation

All separate things.



Gender identity basics

Transgender - Does not identify with sex (male or female) assigned at birth.

Cisgender - Identifies with sex (male or female) assigned at birth.

Non-binary - Identifies as something other than a male or man, female or woman.

Genderqueer - Identifier used by some non-binary people. 

Intersex - Having physical sex characteristics that do not fit typical binary expectations. 
(Not itself a gender identity.)



Pronouns and salutations

When addressing trans people, online or off, keep the following in mind:

● Pronouns are mandatory, not “preferred” (unless otherwise stated)
● They/their (“singular they”), zie/hir, other non-binary options exist
● Mx - non-binary alternative to Mr / Ms 

○ Growing in acceptance, especially in the UK
● If you make a mistake, apologize and move on.



Living trans people

Laverne Cox: Trans woman
by Pax Ahimsa Gethen

Ryan Cassata: Trans man
by Pax Ahimsa Gethen

Jamie Shupe: Non-binary
by Estrogin

Pidgeon Pagonis:
Intersex and non-binary
Self-portrait

All photos in this presentation are CC BY-SA 4.0 and available on Wikimedia Commons



A little about me (Pax Ahimsa Gethen)

Photo by Melanie Hofmann

● Assigned female at birth, 1970

● Came out as bisexual in 1991

● Active in SF Bay Area bi community, ~1992-2012

● Gradually realized I had a non-binary gender ID
○ Had no access to trans male or non-binary role 

models when growing up

● Changed name and pronouns in 2013
○ Pax = peace, Ahimsa = do no harm
○ Gethen = fictional planet of androgynes
○ Singular they pronouns (they/their/them)

● Medically and legally transitioned to male in 2014

● Identify as queer, agender, and transsexual male



My experience on Wikipedia

● Started editing English Wikipedia in 2008, but most active beginning in 2014
● Particular focus on transgender-related pages
● Hundreds of photos on Commons, mostly of events (rallies, protests, etc.)
● Have my full name, photo, and link to web site on my user pages 
● Attacked and stalked by anonymous editor in 2016

○ Deadnaming, misgendering, and graphic sexual harassment
○ Vandalized my user pages on en:wp, Commons, and Meta
○ Stalked all of my edits for months after my user pages were protected
○ Got Support and Safety involved, on-wiki harassment stopped eventually
○ But continued to stalk my blog until I shut off comments



Responding to harassment

Proposed user page protection during June 2016 Inspire Campaign

Drafted RfC, protection implemented by edit filter in December 2016

Got even more active editing and creating pages, especially trans bios

But impact of harassment is still with me; very disturbing

Not everyone can recover or respond this way; some just leave, never to return.

Content note: Trans-antagonistic and ableist language to follow



Vandalism and non-binary erasure

Examples of vandalism of gender-related Wikipedia pages, 2017

● Man, and woman. That's it. Nothing else to it. (Sex and gender distinction)
● They are the same thing. (Sex and gender distinction)
● There are only 2 genders. (Gender identity)
● Is completely stupid and retarded (Pangender)
● The ''Human Sexuality Spectrum'' doesn't exist, you're either male or female, get over it. Stop editing 

basic biology fit your safe spaces. Seriously, you liberals have a mental disorder, please get it checked out. 
(Gender identity)

● There is only two genders, Male and Female. If you think otherwise you are mentally incapable and a 
disgrace to the human race. (Gender binary)

● they are retarded (Gender binary)
● Last but not least all of them should kill themselves because they are not human. (Gender binary)



Global consequences

Google search result and cache, August 12, 2016



Talk page disruption

Examples of trans-antagonistic statements on gender-related talk pages, 2016-2017:

Genderqueer (indefinitely semi-protected as of November 2016)
● “May Lord protect us all from this kind of depravity.”
● “NONE OF THIS SHIT EXISTS”

Cisgender (indefinitely semi-protected as of January 2017)
● “This article is a violation of everything we know about biology to appease people who believe in make 

believe. Wheres the article about people believing they are attack helicopters by the way? OHHH... that'd be 
batshit crazy... not just SJW crazy. Sorry.”

Pangender
● “There are only two genders. That is a fact. The belief that there are more than two genders is far-left 

extremist propaganda. Only primitive third-world superstitious societies and people with severe mental 
disorders believe there are more than two genders.”



Talk page disruption, continued

Examples of trans-antagonistic statements on biography talk pages, 2017:

Chelsea Manning (trans woman, U.S. soldier imprisoned leaking documents, released in May 2017)

● “Enabling a mentally disordered person in his clinical delusion is not objective, rational or credible.  What 
is the difference between 'self-identifying' as a 'female' and 'self-identifying' as a German Shepherd? The 
only logical answer is: none. They are both factually and objectively incorrect.”

● “The title of the page should be [deadname redacted] Manning instead of Chelsea Manning. He is a still a 
biological male, therefore we should not indulge him in his delusions.”

● “Actually, the relevant scientific literature says that males have penises and females have vaginas. [...] The 
Wikipedia FAQ regarding gender is complete nonsense I suspect was written by people suffering from 
gender identity disorder and should be disregarded. It is unfortunate Wikipedia suffers from such a far-left 
extremist bias.”



Talk page disruption (continued)
Asia Kate Dillon (non-binary U.S. actor, uses “singular they” pronouns)

● “Referring to a single person as 'they' is simply nonsense, and as this person is sexually (that is 
biologically) defined as a woman, 'they' should become 'she'. What a person decides to 'identify 
themselves as' does not justify either a desecration of the English language, nor sacrificing a standard of 
objectivity that befits an encyclopedia entry.”

I created MOS-NB template (next slide) because of continued misgendering of non-binary subjects 

Doesn’t prevent disruption from people who are determined non-binary genders and pronouns aren’t legitimate.



MOS-NB talk page template
Because this article contains material about one or more nonbinary-identified people, it should adhere to Wikipedia's guideline on 
gender identity, even if it is not a biography. "Use context to determine which name or names to provide on a case-by-case basis" per 
MOS:GENDERID. If the current name is chosen, according to MOS:IDENTITY, such a subject should be referred to using the 
gendered nouns and pronouns that "reflect that person's latest expressed gender self-identification". Many, but not all, nonbinary 
people prefer singular they pronouns, which are acceptable for use on Wikipedia. Quotations and titles of published works are notable 
exceptions.

Finally, please note that this talk page is not a forum. If material violating this guideline is repeatedly inserted or if there are other 
related issues, please note the issue at WT:LGBT or, in the case of living or recently deceased nonbinary people, report it to 
WP:BLPN.

I created because of continually misgendering of nonbinary subjects.

Mirrors MOS-TW and MOS-TM for trans women and men.

Not entirely comfortable with wording regarding when to chose names (see next slide)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonbinary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonbinary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOS:GENDERID
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOS:GENDERID
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOS:IDENTITY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOS:IDENTITY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_identity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_identity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_they#Use_for_specific.2C_known_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_they#Use_for_specific.2C_known_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:NOTAFORUM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:NOTAFORUM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_talk:LGBT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_talk:LGBT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:BLPN
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:BLPN
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:BLPN


Manual of style: Who decides our names?

Guideline for gender identity (pronouns, etc.): “Give precedence to self-designation as 
reported in the most up-to-date reliable sources, even when it doesn't match what's 
most common in reliable sources.” (Good)

Guideline for mentions of trans people in other articles: “Use context to determine 
which name or names to provide on a case-by-case basis.” (Not good; vague)

Guideline for birth names: “In the case of transgender and non-binary people, birth 
names should be included in the lead sentence only when the person was notable prior 
to coming out.” (Room for improvement)



Deadnaming and misgendering

For those who transitioned before becoming notable, old name and gender are 
irrelevant

Avoiding/reducing real harm; not giving “special treatment” to trans people

Using current name and gender is not “historical revisionism”

Curiosity is not sufficient justification



Wikipedia and gender neutral language
RfC to adopt a default gender neutral style for policy, guidelines and help pages (April 2017)

● Lengthy, heated discussion; failed to gain consensus 
● Reading some of the comments was painful for me

○  “I do not support altering our text to the proposed doublethink new-language at the behest of a small minority 
of non-conformers who perceive micro-aggressions from standard wording.”

○ “The day I am required to use the repulsive singular they will be the day I exit stage left from this project. ”
○ “We already focus too much energy into political correctness and Newspeak. We are here to build an 

encyclopedia, not promote some New World Order version of language.”
○ “Wikipedia is already a welcoming environment for all genders, including non-binary or gender fluids.”

MOS:GENDERID for genderqueer people (April 2017)

● Wanted to avoid use of all pronouns, including singular they, for non-binary subjects. Failed with very 
strong consensus against.



Why are our genders up for debate?
Talk page discussion on whether or not Wikipedia should be referring to trans women as women (June 2017):

● “Do I really need to provide evidence that there are enormous 
numbers of people, organisations, politicians, ideologies etc that 
do not accept that transgender women are women?” 

● “It seems to me that based on how most people on the street 
would define the word "woman", and based on how it's been 
defined by pretty much everyone throughout history until the 
last few years or so, it would be more defensible for the article to 
say they are not women.” 

San Francisco Pride Parade, June 2017
Photo by Pax Ahimsa Gethen



“Neutral point of view” and activism

“Neutral point of view” is core content policy

But “neutral” viewpoint in USA is that of straight cisgender white male

For out trans people, activism is necessary for visibility and survival

“Political correctness” is really just treating people with respect

Policy against “righting great wrongs” not excuse for treating people disrespectfully



Social and psychological impact

Trans people are marginalized and vulnerable

41% of trans and gender non-conforming adults have attempted suicide

54% of trans youth have considered suicide (ideation); one third have attempted it

27 known murders of trans people in 2016; 13 in 2017 to date; most women of color



Transgender Day of Remembrance

CeCe McDonald, TDoR SF 2015
by Pax Ahimsa Gethen

● International annual observance on November 20

● Started in 1999



Transgender Day of Visibility

● International observance 
● Held annually on March 31
● Started in  2009

TDoV SF 2016
by Pax Ahimsa Gethen



Transgender Day of Visibility (continued)
All photos by Pax Ahimsa Gethen

Breanna Sinclaire (TDoV SF 2016)Tita Aida (TDoV SF 2016) Gigi Gorgeous (TDoV SF 2017)



Trans March

Observed in a number of cities

Held in San Francisco since 2004

Janetta Johnson and El/La Para TransLatinas
at Trans March San Francisco 2016
by Pax Ahimsa Gethen



Trans March (continued)
All photos from Trans March SF 2017 by Pax Ahimsa Gethen

Susan Stryker Alex U. Inn Mya Byrne



Wiki Loves Pride

New trans biographies for Wiki Love Pride, June 2017

● Nevo Zisin, Australian writer and activist
● Chase Strangio, ACLU lawyer, lead attorney for Chelsea Manning 
● Megan Rohrer, first openly transgender minister to be 

ordained by the Lutheran church

Rev. Rohrer at HonorThemWithAction memorial for Pulse nightclub victims
by Pax Ahimsa Gethen



Non-binary legal recognition

June 2016: Oregon resident Jamie Shupe first in U.S. to be legally declared non-binary 

Sept 2016: Intersex California resident Sara Kelly Keenan legally declared non-binary

June 2017: Oregon and Washington D.C. allow non-binary “X” marker on driver’s 
licenses and state IDs, no doctor’s note required

California and New York have bills pending to allow the same



Non-binary awareness

Avoid dividing into men’s vs women’s groups for activities

Try “Hello everyone” instead of “Ladies and gentlemen”

Try “You all” instead of “You guys”

Try "spouse" or "partner" instead of "husband/wife" or "girl/boyfriend"



Best practices for gender surveys

Don’t ask for gender if unnecessary, and don’t assume binary gender

Don’t have just “male/female/transgender” options on forms; trans is not a gender

Make gender, pronouns, and salutations fill-in-the-blank if possible

Consider adding separate question about transgender identity



These are good examples from Wikipedia forms and surveys:

Good examples from Wikimedia Foundation

WikiConference North America 2016 signup Inspire Campaign 2016 survey



Privacy and safer spaces

Honor a person’s name, regardless of official ID documents

If official ID required at check-in for security, do NOT speak name aloud

For women’s events, be inclusive by saying “trans and cis women welcome” 

Offer gender-neutral restroom facilities where possible

For shared rooms, recognize and respect gender identity and sexual orientation



Some questions are off-limits

Questioning whether someone is “actually” male or female

Asking about someone’s sex life

Asking about someone’s genitals

Asking someone if they’ve had “the surgery”

Asking someone what their previous name was



Contact and resources

Pax Ahimsa Gethen

User:Funcrunch (English Wikipedia, Commons, Meta)

funcrunch.org

funcrunch.org/blog/links/

funcrunch-files@funcrunch.org

http://funcrunch.org/
http://funcrunch.org/
http://funcrunch.org/
http://funcrunch.org/blog/links/
http://funcrunch.org/blog/links/
mailto:funcrunch-files@funcrunch.org
mailto:funcrunch-files@funcrunch.org

